Self-Image

1. Is this person well liked?
   a. Oscar: not super popular, but a few close friends
   b. Gunnar: she seems shy, like someone who needs to break out of their shell
   c. Will: well-liked within friends, but not widely well like outside of that
   d. Rachel: she has friends, but mainly just a small group
   e. Izzy: Seems well like within friends
   f. Quincy: yeah, but she looks kind of weird. Probably well-liked within her group

2. Type A or type B personality?
   a. Oscar: type A because she looks involved in leadership camps and school oriented activities
   b. Gunnar: type B because she seems a bit introverted
   c. Will: type B because she seems quiet
   d. Rachel: type B, she seems pretty laid back, and a little dorky
   e. Izzy: type B because she doesn’t seem too assertive or aggressive by looking at her face. She looks sweet, and plays video games
   f. Quincy: type A because of leadership camp

3. Is this person insecure?
   a. Oscar: only shows insecurities about her face, maybe her mouth
   b. Gunnar: probably has insecurities, but seems more outgoing when she’s around friends
   c. Will: seems reserved/shy, which maybe shows social insecurities
   d. Rachel: seems relatively secure with herself and being silly, maybe besides her mouth
   e. Izzy: not really, except that she may not like her mouth in all pictures
   f. Quincy: most likely has insecurities, possibly about her weight

4. Does this person take herself seriously?
   a. Oscar: probably takes herself pretty seriously
   b. Gunnar: relatively serious most of the time
   c. Will: obviously can be silly, but pretty serious
   d. Rachel: not at all
   e. Izzy: no, she seems pretty silly sometimes
   f. Quincy: seems to take herself pretty seriously

5. Does this person think of themselves as the subject or object of pictures?
   a. Oscar: subject
   b. Gunnar: subject in most pictures
   c. Will: subject
d. Rachel: subject because most are just her face  
e. Izzy: subject  
f. Quincy: subject

Values

1. Does this person value being well liked?  
a. Oscar: doesn’t value being widely well-liked, but does within her group of friends  
b. Gunnar: she values her close friends, family, and personal ambitions  
c. Will: values her friends most, and maybe a relationship  
d. Rachel: no, she mostly just values what and who she likes  
e. Izzy: doesn’t seem so, because she doesn’t comment on her own pictures  
f. Quincy: not necessarily

2. What are this person’s interests or hobbies?  
a. Oscar: she likes being outside, being involved in school programs, and maybe plays or some form of theater  
b. Gunnar: interested in band or flag, and some youth leadership stuff, which shows she has a strong sense of community and self-worth  
c. Will: interested in being a leader and some kind band or flag  
d. Rachel: band, flag twirling, cartoons/pokemon, and camp/outdoor stuff  
e. Izzy: sports (cheerleading or batton), pokemon/video games, and definitely UO  
f. Quincy: manga and maybe like Dungeons & Dragons

3. What are this person’s dreams or goals?  
a. Oscar: dreams/goals not apparent  
b. Gunnar: seems like someone who would someday want to be a mom  
c. Will: seems like someone with similar life goals as most people, but nothing else is apparent  
d. Rachel: can’t really tell  
e. Izzy: can’t tell  
f. Quincy: can’t tell at all

4. What does this person value in other people?  
a. Oscar: values people who are into the same things as her, because she seems to have a small group of friends  
b. Gunnar: values common interests, humor, and people who understand and accept her  
c. Will: values people with many similarities to herself  
d. Rachel: can’t tell from pictures  
e. Izzy: nothing in particular from what she could tell  
f. Quincy: kindness, some weirdness, and an outgoing personality
Demographics

5. **Where is this person located in her profile pictures?**
   a. Oscar: probably from this general area, maybe trying to be with her boyfriend. Probably from Oregon, Washington, or N. California
   b. Gunnar: she currently lives, and is probably from Oregon, and likes to be outdoors
   c. Will: from pacific northwest, and is in Oregon now
   d. Rachel: seems like an Oregonian or something similar (lots of UO pride)
   e. Izzy: located in Autzen Stadium, other places outside, or just Oregon in general
   f. Quincy: usually with a friend outside

2. **Does this person travel? Are her profile pictures from different places?**
   a. Oscar: doesn’t travel much, generally stays in Oregon being involved in school
   b. Gunnar: she may group travel with band or something, but that’s it
   c. Will: didn’t notice much evidence of traveling
   d. Rachel: seems relatively stationary
   e. Izzy: no, not from what she could tell
   f. Quincy: no, she seems to mostly just stay in Eugene

3. **Does this person have a job?**
   a. Oscar: yes, probably has a job. Possibly at a small family, or friend of the family’s business
   b. Gunnar: probably has a job, possibly in management, based on leadership pictures
   c. Will: most likely has a job, but no idea what
   d. Rachel: would guess that she does because she’s in college, but not necessarily
   e. Izzy: possibly, but it’s not apparent. Went to leadership camp though, so possibility is there
   f. Quincy: probably, as an assistant a horse range or something

4. **What social class does this person come from?**
   a. Oscar: from middle or upper-middle class
   b. Gunnar: probably from the middle class
   c. Will: middle or lower-middle class
   d. Rachel: middle or lower-middle class
   e. Izzy: middle class. Goes to state university and has no fancy looking pictures
   f. Quincy: lower-middle class probably

5. **What ethnicity or background does this person identify with?**
   a. Oscar: Caucasian
   b. Gunnar: Caucasian
c. Will: Caucasian
d. Rachel: Caucasian
e. Izzy: Caucasian
f. Quincy: Caucasian/normal white girl

Relationships

1. Is this person more concerned with a relationship, her family, or her friends?
   a. Oscar: more concerned with friends because there’s no pictures of family
   b. Gunnar: she seems most concerned with friends
   c. Will: most concerned with friends and possible boyfriend than anyone else
   d. Rachel: good mix of friends, family, and a possible relationship
   e. Izzy: mostly friends because there’s no family pictures apparent
   f. Quincy: probably mostly focused on family

2. Does this person have a boyfriend/girlfriend?
   a. Oscar: seems to be in a relationship because of pictures 4-7
   b. Gunnar: either does have a boyfriend, or did at one point (last photo from 2010)
   c. Will: either has a boyfriend, or used to
   d. Rachel: possible because of pictures 6 and 7
   e. Izzy: there’s two pictures that suggest it, but probably not
   f. Quincy: no

3. Does this person seem welcoming or cold?
   a. Oscar: neither welcoming nor cold, but reserved. Doesn’t seem to associate with many people outside of her “crowd”
   b. Gunnar: she seems very warm and approachable
   c. Will: seems quite welcoming and approachable, even though she seems quiet
   d. Rachel: looks pretty approachable
   e. Izzy: seems pretty sweet, and nice enough
   f. Quincy: seems pretty nice and welcoming

General/Final

1. Where did you gather most of your information?
   a. Oscar: all info comes from pictures
   b. Gunnar: totally based on pictures
   c. Will: just pictures
   d. Rachel: just from pictures because there’s no captions, and she doesn’t respond to comments
   e. Izzy: mainly by pictures, only based friend questions on comments as well
   f. Quincy: just from pictures
2. Do you think you would get along with her?
   a. Oscar: how few people were present in pictures, and what friends said in the comments helped shape opinions
   b. Gunnar: probably, she seems pretty nice
   c. Will: yes, but probably just as acquaintances
   d. Rachel: get along as an acquaintance, but probably not a good friend
   e. Izzy: probably could get along because she seems nice and like Flogging Molly
   f. Quincy: not really. Could probably get along fine, but not as good friends

3. Overall, who is she? How would you identify her?
   a. Oscar: no, because she seems a bit controlling, maybe moody, a bit unwelcoming, and possibly judgmental
   b. Gunnar: someone with a lot of self-worth, relatively easy-going, but maybe a bit sheltered
   c. Will: quiet and a bit nerdy, but very nice and welcoming
   d. Rachel: a band kid, and very welcoming looking
   e. Izzy: sweet and active girl
   f. Quincy: nice, nerdy girl

4. What are three words you would use to describe this person?
   a. Oscar: nerdy, reserved, kind
   b. Gunnar: passionate, ambitious, quiet
   c. Will: driven, nerdy, nice
   d. Rachel: dorky, smart, nice
   e. Izzy: sweet, peppy, a little nerdy
   f. Quincy: hermit, nice, introverted

5. Which pictures tell you most about this person?
   a. Oscar: #1, 6, 7, 8, 19
   b. Gunnar: #6, 7, 8, 14,
   c. Will: #1, 6, 7, 16
   d. Rachel: #6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 18
   e. Izzy: #1, 2, 7, 8, 10, 14
   f. Quincy: #2, 6, 7, 11, 14